
GOGA – TEAM DRAFT GMP                     5:  ALTERNATIVES APPLIED TO MUWO 
 

No. Reviewer Sect. Page Line Review Comments Response/Notes 
 

1.  B. Aviles Muir 
Woods 

267 6 Changes are necessary to have this read as an alternative: adding more phrases like, 
“would continue to be managed” rather than IS managed.  
Add references to management plans.  

Done. 
 
??? 

2.  B. Aviles  267 11 Sub “would remain” for “is” done. 
3.  B. Aviles  267 17 Sub “The park would continue to balance preservation of the…” Done. 
4.  B. Aviles  267 23 Add: “Overall management of the monument would continue to be guided by the 

1980 GMP.” 
Done. 

5.  B. Aviles  267 26 Taking liberty to revise paragraph, with substantial additions: 
 
As occurs today, most visitors would continue to arrive by personal vehicles and 
commercial tour buses. Since 2005 a pilot The shuttle service begun as a pilot 
program in the summer of 2005 has been used during the summer to help reduce 
traffic congestion would be continued and possibly expanded based on funding. 
Current parking areas are located adjacent to Redwood Creek and very near the main 
concentration of redwoods would remain. However, the 1980 GMP envisioned 
relocating the parking lots from this area and rebuilding them in the Muir Woods 
Addition. While this major change is unlikely, more modest changes could be 
made to improve visitor safety and expand the capacity of existing lots. Capacity in 
the existing lots is approximately 179 cars, with space for several buses and 
oversized vehicles. During periods of peak demand, visitors would continue to 
park along the shoulder of Muir Woods Road, mostly in areas outside of the 
monument within the County right-of-way. Use levels vary, but it is estimated that 
capacity is approximately 175 vehicles. 
 
The main entrance area is located at the edge of the redwood forest adjacent to 
Redwood Creek. The park would retain the It includes parking areas, restrooms, and a 
small visitor information station with a bookstore and fee collection booth. This area is 
would continue as a hub of activity with a mix of pedestrians, automobiles, and buses. 
Additional parking areas are farther down along Redwood Creek and are frequently 
used during periods of peak demand. Maintenance and some other operational functions 
would remain are located in the Old Inn on the east side of Muir Woods Road. 

See steering committee guidance 
spreadsheet 

6.  B. Merkle Overv
w 

267 19 Indicate that these are key park objectives in the watershed (not just MUWO) Done. 

7.  B. Merkle Arrival 267  Consider adding entrance area proposal for parking area closest entrance. Retain. 
8.  D. Hatch MUW

O No 
Action 

267 12 Change ‘international attraction’ to ‘international destination’.  No Disneyland here. Done. 

9.  D. Hatch MUW
O No 

Action 

267 15 Delete ‘incredible’ diversity.  Not really true. Done 

10.  D. Hatch MUW 267 20 Delete ‘critical’ from habitat for T&E Done. 
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O No 
Action 

11.  D. Hatch MUW
O No 

Action 

267 23 Change ‘equestrian center’ to horse or equestrian stables.  Center implies something 
much more extensive than it is. 

Done. 

12.  D. Hatch MUW
O No 

Action 

268 14 Note that fire is slowly being introduced through the use of prescribed fire to restore 
more natural conditions and reduce fuel loading… 

Done.  

13.  D. Hatch MUW
O No 

Action 

268 17 Last sentence – change to ‘These actions may have protected selected redwood trees on 
the banks, but eliminated the natural meandering of the creek…’ 

Done.  

14.  D. Hatch MUW
O No 

Action 

268 21-32 Make sure all sites named in the text are marked on the map or change the text.   Also 
consider noting that large landslides associated with Camino del Canon Road (is this the 
proper name?) are a significant source of sedimentation into Redwood Creek. 

map 

15.  B. Aviles  268 2 Continue to change phrasing to describe management, not layout.  
16.  B. Aviles  268 24 Change: “…Monument. Properties in the area referred to as the Muir Woods Addition 

were acquired…” “… Camp Hillwood (located up Conlon Avenue), Druid Heights 
(located at the end of Camino del Cañon), and other…” 

Done. 

17.  B. Merkle Redwo
od 

Forest 

268 18 I thought the rip rap was to keep the creek from meandering—not to protect specific 
redwoods—check with Sue Fritzke on this.   

Done. 

18.  T. Williams  268 30 Mention Northern Spotted Owl and salmonids. Done. 
19.  D. Hatch MUW

O No 
Action 

270 Table 
14 

Non-facility Costs.  I’m not sure what we would be doing in the Muir Woods Addition 
Area in the No Action alternative.  We have tiny bits of funding to revegetate just 
within the footprint of buildings that are removed.  I wouldn’t call that restoration as 
there are other serious problems.  I don’t think the entrance area improvements planned 
under the No Action amount to $1million for natural resource restoration but maybe I’m 
missing how much parking we would be removing in the no action. 

The $1 million is not just resource 
restoration. It also includes 
collections operations, fee 
management agreements, 
brochures, and the shuttle contract. 
Explained in footnotes. 

20.  B. Aviles  271 14 Include diagram from 1980 GMP, page 54. Stephan/Jim 
21.  State Parks  272 27 Change “State Parks” to “California State Parks” Done. 
22.  D. Hatch MUW

O Alt 
1 

273 8 Suggest changing this sentence to read ‘…while simultaneously minimizing the overall 
footprint of development within the old growth forest.’ 

Done. 

23.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

1 

273 27 What does having restrooms at Bridge 4 imply about access and maintenance 
requirements?  Does that change current practices? 

 

24.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

1 

274 14 Include downgrading Camino del Canon road to a trail. Done. 

25.  State Parks  274 9 Insert “potential” before “shared” Done. 
26.  T. Williams  274 12 & Stronger term than “natural setting”?  “natural environment” “intact habitat” Done. 
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27.  T. Williams  275 1 Modify:  “…trail use and remote restroom facilities would necessitate…” Retain. Cost section completely 

changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs.  

28.   MUW
O Alt 

1 

275 Table 
15 

3 additional NR staff would be required under Alt 1 for increased needs associated with 
wildlife management, invasive vegetation removal and watershed restoration in the 
Camino del Canon area. 

Retain. Cost section completely 
changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs. 

29.  T. Williams  277, 
285, 
293 

maps The Muir Woods inset maps in the lower left corner of these maps each shows a 
different boundary.  Make consistent. 

 

30.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

1 

277 Map of 
Alt 1 

Is Camp Hillwood sited in the right location on the map?  Having the existing facilities 
in the inset but not showing how that would change in the alternatives is confusing.  
Could those that would or might be removed be shaded or something? 

 

31.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

2 

279 25 Add to the description of restoration actions the removal of streambank stabilization 
structures in Redwood Creek,  removal and possible relocation of some pedestrian 
bridges, and restoration of natural floodplain function… 

Done. 

32.  T. Williams  280; 
285 

20-21 
map 

Show removal of buildings on inset map  

33.  State Parks  281 5 Insert “potential” before “shared” Done. 
34.  D. Hatch MUW

O Alt 
2 

281 32 I question the number of increased LE FTEs as there would be fewer visitors and 
virtually no cars! 

Retain. Cost section completely 
changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs. 

35.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

2 

281 34 Add at least one maintenance FTE (so subtract less) to conduct watershed restoration 
work including demolition/deconstruction of buildings. 

Retain. Cost section completely 
changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs. 

36.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

2 

281 36 5 additional natural resource staff would be required to serve as the watershed 
restoration team managing watershed restoration, invasive vegetation removal, T&E 
species monitoring and habitat restoration, etc.   

Retain. Cost section completely 
changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs. 

37.  T. Williams  285 Inset 
map 

Define the hachured areas (currently parking lots).  Include Old Inn in Park Operations 
zone? 

 

38.  T. Williams  287 10 change “touch” to “feel” Done. 
39.  B. Merkle Interp 

corrido
r 

288 13-14 Bridges and main trail should be relocated to improve ecological function—we should 
commit to this. 

See steering committee guidance 
spreadsheet 

40.  B. Aviles  289 1 Change title: MUIR WOODS ADDITION (Also known as Conlon Avenue and 
Camino del Cañon) – drop Druid Heights and Camp Hillwood? 

 

41.  B. Aviles  289 4 Add: “…provide low impact trail-based day uses and restore…” Done. 
42.  B. Aviles  289 9 “Some historic structures and landscape associated with the bohemian community at 

Druid Heights would be preserved. Camino del Cañon would be converted to a trail 
with access by foot or light service vehicle. The structures…” 

Done. 

43.  B. Aviles  289 18 Add: “…Avenue from Muir Woods Road to the lift station)” Done. 
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44.  State Parks  289 23 Insert “potential” before “shared” Done. 
45.  A. Roth  289 9 Alan Watts structures “preserved” – is that the right word? Or should we say they will 

“remain” 
See steering committee guidance 
spreadsheet 

46.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

3 

289 15 Change ‘the segment of Conlon Avenue extending from the lift station to the camp 
would be downgraded and realigned to restore natural processes…’ 

Done. 

47.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

3 

290 8 An additional 4 NR staff would be needed for watershed restoration, invasive 
vegetation removal, T&E species monitoring and habitat restoration, etc.  One less 
position would be needed because there would be less restoration of the floodplain and 
stream channel within Muir Woods itself.  1 additional maintenance FTE could also 
assist with watershed restoration. 

Retain. Cost section completely 
changed and broadened regarding 
FTEs. 

48.  D. Hatch MUW
O Alt 

3 

291 Table 
17 

Add $2.5 million for watershed restoration in MUWO addition – removal of non-
historic structures, removal/conversion of Camino del Canon road and road to Camp 
Hillwood to trails.  This is slightly less than Alt 2 because Hillwood School remains.  

Done. 

49.  B. Aviles  293 Map Several changes are recommended to labeling and zoning.  
50.  T. Williams 

 
 293 map The northern boundary near Camp Alice Eastwood is shown differently on this map 

compared with the other MuWo maps. 
 

51.  A. Roth  293 Map Are we positive we own all the land shown? I though the parking lot was owned by the 
state. If so, do we need an explanatory statement that we are planning for this area as 
part of our delegation of management of these state lands in accordance with our 
Cooperative Management Agreement with state parks? 

 

52.   
 

     

53.   
 

     

54.   
 

     

55.   
 

     

56.   
 

     

57.   
 

     

58.   
 

     

59.   
 

     

60.   
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